In seismic reflection surveys, the superposition of P-and S-waves often influences the resolution of obtained images. We, therefore, needs to first decompose multi-component data before imaging procedure even in Fresnel volume migration. For decomposition processing of refracted P-and Swaves, we need incident angles of received elastic waves. In this study, we calculated the incident angle for each receiver using tangential angles, one of which using amplitudes of acquired three component data and the other using tau-P transform. After the comparison, we used the latter considering that both incident angle and medium wave slowness could be estimated in the acquisition. Also, we use incident angles to the Fresnel volume migration. We found that the slant stack method showed better results for the data in which the secondary P-P reflected wave and first P-S reflected waves are overlapped.
INTRODUCTION
In seismic reflection surveys, recorded P-and Swaves could be decomposed into two wafefields. M i k a d a e t a l . ( 2 0 0 9 ) w o r k e d a b o u t t h e decomposition of seismic wavefield into compressional (P or scalar) and shear (S or vector) wavefields. This method gives us the incident angles of the two waves to receivers. Therefore, it becomes possible to estimate the incident angles and to use the angles in the Fresnel volume migration.
In this study, we consider the Fresnel volume for every portion of received elastic waves. A method using pre-stack depth migration with the aperture restricted to the Fresnel volume is applied to image underground structure after the decomposition of recorded reflection data. For the decomposition, the method used in Luth et al. and that using tau-P transform are attempted to see the difference between these two methods. Our results of the decomposition indicate that the method using tau-P transform has the advantage for a case in which the superposition of waves coming from different location of reflectors takes place. After the application of the Fresnel migration, we also found that the careful selection of the Fresnel volume would surely suppress migration noise in the Fresnel volume migration. Therefore, we think that the Fresnel volume migration could be a powerful tool in seismic data processing when the spatial coverage of receivers is limited with restricted apertures such as tunnel seismics, VSP, etc. when acquiring data using 3C sensors.
Theory and Method
To adapt the Fresnel volume migration, we first have to choose the location of the Fresnel volume in every wave path. Usually, the ray tracing using velocity model decides the location. However it is very difficult to make velocity model enough accurately to be used for the analysis of upcoming directions. In this study, we calculated the incident angles for each receiver using polarization using 1) observed amplitude (Fig.1) , and 2) tau-P transform ( Fig.2) for 2D forward-modeled seismic data.
In order to check whether incident angles are well estimated, we simulated seismic data for a circle inhomogeneity model in a homogeneous medium as shown in Fig. 3 . Figure 1 : Polarization using observed amplitude. We can calculate an incident angle from acquired 3C data. Regarding elastic waves as plane waves, in other words, considering receivers' 3C amplitude as vertical and horizontal particle slowness vector, tangential angles of each receiver can be used for its incident angle.
Figure2: Polarization using the tau-P transforms. We can calculate an incident angle from acquired any component data. As before, polarization using the tau-P transforms regards elastic waves as plane waves, however, we use the tau-P transforms for acquired data. In the tau-P space, we can choose the most reliable horizontal and vertical and vertical particle slownesses of P-waves for every receiver trace. Figure 3 : A circle inhomogeneity model. This model is homogeneous including one point velocity boundary. Shot position is right side of the model, and Two hundred forty receivers are put on the ground. We need peak frequency of acquired data to decide Fresnel volume size. In this simulation, peak frequency of shot wave is fixed to 25 Hz.
Incident angles check (point boundary model)
For the check of incident angles, we use P-P reflected waves. Figure 4 depicts a shot gather of the vertical component data. The P-P reflected waves are observed but are superimposed by S direct waves. It becomes necessary to polarize observed multicomponent data to extract P-P reflected waves from the other. For the polarization, we included horizontal amplitude, i.e., horizontal particle slowness data. Figure 5 shows the shot gather of received horizontal component. In Fig. 5 , both the direct S, P-P reflected, and model boundary reflected waves are clearly observed. These waves are superimposed with each other, and the superposition of the waves surely affects the quality of incident angle estimation. It is, therefore, indispensable to estimate P-P reflected waves in a robust way to allow the application of the Fresnel volume migration with the minimum influence from the superimposed waves. Moreover, refracted P-and S-waves that are also coming into in real field data could also have significant horizontal and vertical amplitudes in the received data. The polarization of data, therefore, requires precise estimation of incident angles from the acquired 3C data. The estimation of incident angle using observed amplitude needs 3C data, with which horizontal and vertical particle slowness vector are clearly simulated. Incident angle estimated from received vertical and horizontal amplitude, i.e., particle slownesses, is shown in Fig.6 . In the figure, the thickness of shades with black and white colors represents the estimated incident angles as indicated by the legend displayed right of the figure. As clearly seen in the figure, the superposition of waves would surely obscure the polarization. The estimation of incident angles using observed amplitudes is, therefore, not robust enough to be used for the Fresnel volume migration. Then, we use tau-P transform for received data to estimate the incident angle using the apparent slowness of incoming waves. This method is equivalent to decompose incoming seismic wavefield into compression and shear wavefields. Incident angles estimated from the tau-P transforms of the received vertical amplitudes are showed in Fig.7 . Following the result of the polarization, we see that the influences from the superposition of waves could be minimized if we process data in a way to accommodate the information of phase incoming to arrays. By the method using tau-P transform, given that the incident wave slowness can be estimated in the array of receivers, the incident angles of reflected waves are derived stably.
Migration
In the previous section, we ascertained the stability of the estimation of incident angles recovered for data using the decomposition of incoming P-and Swaves. In this section, we use the estimated incident angles to choose the position of Fresnel volume. For the migration, we created a synthetic dataset for a slope boundary model (Fig. 8) , to evaluate the performance of the present methodology. After defining the Fresnel volume for every shot-receiver combination in the slope boundary model, we process the synthetic data using prestack depth migration. In this model, the P-P reflected wave from both the right horizontal boundary and the mid-slope boundary is overlapped in the synthetic reflection data on the right hand side of the model. The superposition of reflections from the different reflectors makes the estimation of incident angles difficult. If the incident angle estimation fails, the migration artifacts would appears in the migrated data. In the other words, we can identify if the incident angle estimation fails or not, the existence of migration artifacts in the result determine whether polarization using the tau-P transforms is robust enough for data analysis with the Fresnel volume migration. Figure 8 : A slope boundary model. This model is homogeneous including slope velocity and density boundary. Forty Shots at intervals of twenty-four meters, and Two hundred forty receivers at intervals of ten meters are put on the ground. As mentioned before, peak frequency of shot wave is fixed to twenty-five Hertz.
A Shot gather of the received vertical amplitude is shown in Fig.9 . A white Gaussian noise is added to the synthetic data. We use the incident angles both estimated by observed 3C amplitude and by the tau-P transforms to the Fresnel volume migration as in the previous section. Figure 10 displays a migrated section after the decomposition of P-P reflections using the incident angle estimation by the observed amplitude, while Figure 11 using the tau-P transform. Figs. 10 and 11 demonstrates that the slope boundaries are imaged clearly. However, there are also some events below the slope boundary in the model (Fig.8) . These events appear due to the existence of P-S and S-P converted waves from the horizontal boundary of the left side of the model and can be regarded as artifacts. However, it is clear that the migrated section using the incident angle estimation by the tau-P transform shows the artifacts due to only S-P converted (Fig.11) . This means that the tau-P transform for the incident angle estimation can effectively diminish the influence from P-S converted waves.
Simulation data result
In the seismic reflection survey, the superposition of P-and S-waves often reduces the resolution of obtained images. For the decomposition processing of P-and S-waves, we need incident angles of incoming elastic waves. In this study, we calculated the incident angle of incoming waves for each receiver using two different techniques; one using amplitudes of acquired 3C data and the other using the tau-P transform. We confirmed that the incident angles could firmly be estimated using the tau-P transform if multi-component data is acquired. Even for our simple models, the application of the Fresnel v o l u m e m i g r a t i o n d e m o n s t r a t e s t h a t t h e decomposition of P-and S-waves could work efficiently to focus on desirable events. The tau-P transforms for incident angle estimation is effective in separating of P-S converted waves. We would like to conclude that multi-component seismic data is pretty desirable to acquire for the reduction of artifacts in migrated sections once we have a good processing tool in the decomposition of seismic waves and in the imaging.
Pool data check
We consider both Fresnel volume migration and Kirchhoff migration for acquired data in our laboratory's water tank. The tank size is 3m x 2m x 1.5m. The target structure is a pinball describing reflection point whose size is almost negligible compared to the wavelength of acoustic signals. In the acquired shot gather (Fig.12) , there is characteristic difference in S/N ratio. When receivers are located in the left side of the pinball target, received data has comparatively small S/N ratio, while received data has high S/N ratio for receivers on the other side.
A method using pre-stack depth migration with the aperture restricted to the Fresnel volume is applied to image underground structure after the decomposition of recorded reflection data. For the decomposition, we used the method using tau-P transform. We can find a point at the middle of Fresnel volume migration data (Fig.14) . Though there is a little noise at right side of the point. This because received data has comparatively small S/N ratio,which located in the left side of the pinball target. Also, this small S/N ratio hits estimations of Fresnel volume positions. Figure.15 shows Kirchhoff migration data using same received data as Fresnel volume migration data. Kirchhoff migration data has higher S/N ration than Fresnel volume migration data. We don't need to estimate the incident angles for Kirchhoff migration, noisy data effects weakly on migrated data. Considering a point focus, Kirchhoff migration data is a bit out of focus.
Pool data result
A method using pre-stack depth migration with the aperture restricted to the Fresnel volume is applied to image underground structure after the decomposition of recorded reflection data. For the decomposition, we used the method using tau-P transform.
Our result shows that Fresnel volume migration is a better focusing tool than Kirchhoff migration when S/N of acquired data is high. Kirchhoff migration has in general less migration smile than the Fresnel volume migration. Also, at the migrated data by Fresnel volume has also difference in S/N ratio same as acquired data. Left side of the target has little migration smiles, while right side results in much higher migration smiles. This result indicates that the Fresnel volume migration needs a certain critical level of S/N ratio. This is because the estimation of incident angles for defining the Fresnel volume position using tau-P transforms for received data needs higher S/N ratio than Kirchhoff migration.
Conclusion
We first checked Fresnel volume migration to three -component seismic reflection data using incident angles. We calculated the incident angles for each receiver using polarization from 1) observed amplitude, and 2) tau-P transform for 2D forwardmodeled seismic data. At the incident angles check section, we found that the incident angles of reflected waves are obtained stably by the method using tau-P transform, given that the incident wave slowness can be estimated in the array of receivers.
We use the estimated incident angles to choose the position of Fresnel volume. We indicated that the tau-P transform for the incident angle estimation can effectively diminish the influence from P-S converted waves. Also, we consider both Fresnel volume migration and Kirchhoff migration for acquired data in our laboratory's water tank. Pool data result indicated Fresnel volume migration needs a certain critical level of S/N ratio.
Usual Fresnel volume migration uses velocity models to define Fresnel volume positions. Making credible velocity models is a very tough work and Fresnel volume position changes related to the velocity model. Using incident angles for Fresnel volume migration can decrease degrees of freedom. In fact, our method using tau-P transforms effectively worked on the simulation data. Though considering pool data result, it is necessary to
